Abstract
Introduction
Scientific computing applications running in the cluster environment always process and generate a great amount of data in parallel. These applications need to store and share data among the entire cluster. Tradition NFS [2] is limited by its single server structure thus can't provide enough bandwidth. Parallel file systems like GPFS [1] or Lustre [3] is too complex to deploy and maintain for cluster applications containing only tens of computing and storage nodes. In such cases, a simple but yet powerful enough distributed file system is needed.
In this paper, we present a simple way of integrating several standard NFS servers together to build a high performance distributed file system with single name space and aggregated data read and write bandwidth. We call this the Integrated NFS Cluster File System, and IncFS for short. The IncFS is a kind of hyper file system. It stores its metadata and file data as files on the standard NFS servers. Figure 1 shows a global view of servers and clients.
Figure 1. Global view of the servers and clients in IncFS
This paper presents the following contributions:
(1) It introduces a new approach of integrating multiple NFS servers by the IncFS and outlines the architecture of the integrated distributed file system.
(2) It proposes some in-depth analyses of how the meta data and file data is stored and synchronized.
(3) It evaluates the performance of IncFS. The results demonstrate that the IncFS has good performance and scalability. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the related work, and analyses their benefits and pitfalls. Section 3 discusses the design of the IncFS including design goals, architecture, meta data and file data, data layout policy and some consistency issues. Section 4 provides performance and scalability evaluations in a small NFS cluster. Section 5 is devoted to future works and Section 6 concludes this paper.
Related work

2.1.Share oriented distributed file systems
There are many research works on building distributed file systems. Some of them focus on file sharing like NFS or AFS [8] . The main design goal of these file system is to provide a way of sharing files among client nodes. NFS has already become the de facto industrial standard of network file system. But because of the restriction from the design, NFS constrains the file access to a single server. In the environment of cluster computing, the single-server structure becomes the bottleneck of scalability and performance.
2.2.Large scaled parallel file systems
Some other parallel file systems attempt to maximize the performance and storage capacity like GPFS and Lustre. By distributing the workload to multiple server nodes, these parallel file systems are able to achieve rather good performance of both data read/write bandwidth and metadata operation rates. One feature of these file systems is that they are all the kind of build-from-scratch file systems, which means they are developed independently from other network file systems. They have their own metadata protocols, distributed lock protocols and date transfer interfaces, which makes these file systems hard to develop and maintain.
NFS based integrated file systems
There are also many efforts on scaling traditional single server file system like NFS up to a distributed file system. The most important ones are CTTI-NFS [4] , Slice [6] , NFS^2 [5] and BigFoot [7] etc.
The CTTI-NFS tried to extend the NFSv4 protocol to support parallel access. But, due to the fact that the implementation of CTTI NFS relies on a backplane distributed file system such as GPFS or Lustre to store and share data among servers, it can't work without another distributed file system installed as the backplane. So in fact, CTTI NFS is not a complete solution.
NFS^2 treats all the NFS servers as simple object stores, and try to build a distributed file system upon these object stores. NFS^2 does not have a centralized meta data server, instead it stores the meta data among server nodes. Since meta data and directory structure are stored as files on NFS server, it has to define a complete meta protocol.
Slice uses a network layer called the uproxy to spread the data on multiple NFS servers. Although Slice is meant to be operating as a simple proxy, but the complex protocol of both meta data and data operation of NFS makes the Slice much more complicated in development and deployment.
Bigfoot-NFS uses vectored remote procedure calls to get reasonable performance with multiple servers, while Bigfoot-NFS has some significant drawbacks. First, it is 2-3 times slower than standard NFS. Second, Bigfoot-NFS does not store file layout data, the granularity of file data striping is single file, which means the entire file has to reside on one machine.
Compare these previous works against our IncFS. CTTI NFS can't work alone, because it relies on a backplane distributed file system to store data. NFS^2 has to define a very complex meta data management protocol, Slice focuses more on network layer, not the file system. Bitfoot-NFS is slow and does not support data distribution layout.
3.IncFS Design
Design goals
The main motivation of this work is to build a distributed file system by integrating several traditional NFS servers to supply the user higher capacity and better data access performance, while still maintaining a single namespace.
With this motivation, several design goals should be met.
(1) The IncFS should have a global namespace, which means every client sees the exactly same file in the same directory structure with the same attributes. (2) The IncFS should integrate both the storage capacity and read/write bandwidth. The users of this file system should see the summary capacity and performance of the individual NFS servers. (3) The IncFS should be scalable enough. Adding more storage server to the system should increase the maximum capacity and performance accordingly. (4) Multiple file data layout should be supported. Files could be stored either on multiple storage servers by striping or on a single storage server only. (5) The IncFS should be transparent to the underlying NFS file systems. Neither the server nor the client of the underlying NFS should be changed. And also, the IncFS should work on all kind of network file systems, which support the VFS interface with a correct semantics. (6) The IncFS should be compatible with the VFS interface, which means the user could mount the file system, and use it as normal file systems without having to modify or recompile their applications. Figure 2 shows a general structure of the IncFS. The IncFS is a kind of hyper file system, which is built upon many NFS servers. The IncFS store its meta data and file data as files on the meta NFS server and storage NFS server. The IncFS on the client node follows the VFS interface. It can be mount to a directory like ordinary file systems.
Global name space and metadata
Figure 2. General structure of the Integrated NFS Cluster File System
Both the IncFS and its underlying meta file system have the identical directory and file name structure. As Figure 3 show, for example if we have a file named file1 under the directory dir1/subdir3, then we also have a file named file1 under the same position in the meta file system.
Figure 3 IncFS has the same directory structure as its meta file system
Since the metadata is stored on the meta NFS server, and the meta NFS server is shared among all the client nodes, so every client nodes see the same file and directory structure. If some client made some modifications on its own IncFS directory, the changes are reflected by the changes to the meta NFS server and can be seen by all other IncFS clients. Thus the single global namespace of IncFS is maintained.
The attributes of files in the IncFS are stored as the attributes of the files in meta file system, including file name, creation and modification time, uid, gid etc. The only different attribute between the IncFS file and the meta file is the file size. The meta file on the meta NFS server also stores the data layout information of the IncFS file. We will talk about this feature in detail in section 3.4.
Here, we present a typical metadata operation by the example of file creation. When a file in the IncFS is created, there is also a file with the same name created on the meta NFS server. Following is the process of creating a file.
1. Create a file on meta NFS server with the same file name. 2. Allocate a new inode structure for the IncFS file. 3. Copy all the attributes from the inode of the meta file to the inode of IncFS file, and associate these two inode structures by a pointer in IncFS's inode. 4. Associate the dentry structure of the meta file with the dentry of IncFS file. 5. Finish other house keeping work that a normal file system must do on creating a file. From the previous process, we can see that the inode and dentry structure of the IncFS is simply a wrapper of the according data structure of the meta file.
Bandwidth and capacity integration
The IncFS is designed to integrate both the bandwidth and capacity of its NFS servers. This is done by distributing data among NFS servers. Since the IncFS is using all the disk space of its NFS servers to store the file data, it provides the user a file system with the summary capacity of all the NFS servers. And when data is distributed on multiple NFS servers the concurrent accesses to these data are also distributed on multiple NFS servers, so by this way, the network and disk bandwidth of all the NFS servers can be integrated too.
Data layout
The file data of the IncFS is stored according to some kind of layout around the storage NFS servers. Layout means how the file data is distributed on those storage NFS servers. The information of layout is stored in the meta NFS server as the content of the meta file. The layout information contains the storage NFS server address and the offset of each of the layout data blocks.
In order to satisfy different requirement of data integrity and bandwidth, multiple types of layout strategies can be used. One type of the layout strategy is called Single layout. It tends to store all the data of a file on one server, but different files might be stored on different servers. Another type of layout strategy is the Stripe layout. It distributes the data of a file around multiple servers. In this layout, file data is divided into fix-sized blocks and these blocks are stored on multiple NFS servers. The stripe layout has better throughput when reading or writing large files, while single layout has better integrity since the entire file is stored completely on a single NFS server.
File data is stored in the storage NFS servers as files, not raw disk. When data is read or written to the data servers, IncFS first constructs the file name by inode number and then it reads the layout information from the meta NFS server and find the storage NFS server by these layout information. After knowing the file name and storage NFS server directory the IncFS is able to access the file data.
Transparency to NFS servers
In the traditional works of integrating NFS like Bigfoot-NFS or NFS^2, the file system has to handle the NFS protocol directly. They all implemented full NFS protocol inside their file system, and they use primitive NFS protocol and RPC calls directly to access the data on the NFS server, while the IncFS uses a completely different way to communicate with the NFS servers. Our approach is much easier and transparent. It simply uses its NFS servers as mounted directories. All the NFS servers are mounted to some directories on the client nodes using the standard NFS of the operating system before the IncFS is mounted. A small configuration file tells IncFS which directory is the meta directory and witch are the data storage directories. Then the IncFS just access it metadata files and data storage file in these directories via standard VFS interfaces. With this simple and efficient approach, the IncFS is completely transparent to the NFS servers. As long as those NFS servers can be mounted to some directories on the client, they can be used by the IncFS. This allows the IncFS ignore all the complex details of NFS protocol and makes using heterogeneous NFS servers possible.
Consistency
Consistency of the IncFS is maintained automatically by the underlying NFS file systems. Change of the metadata is transported to the meta NFS server, Since NFS protocol updates the changes to the meta data immediately so the effect of the changes to the IncFS's meta data are reflected immediately on other client nodes. Writing to the file is updated by the storage NFS server, and other client nodes are able to see the written data after a short period, which behaves exactly like the standard NFS protocol. Since both the metadata and file data is transported and updated by the underlying NFS file system by standard NFS protocol, so the entire distributed file system works the same way as the a single NFS server, and it follows the NFS semantics of both metadata and data access operations.
Evaluation
In this section we presents our test results of the IncFS, to show the scalability with server number increases and evaluate the metadata performance with file creation and deletion. We use iozone [10] to test the aggregate read / write bandwidth and mdtest [11] to test the metadata operation speed.
Five of the server and client nodes are equipped with dual Opteron 242 running at 1.6GHz, with 1MB L2 cache, 2G DDR Ram, Broadcom gigabyte Ethernet card, LSI 53c1030 SCSI card and Hitachi 73GB SCSI drive. They are both running standard Linux-2.6.11 kernel. And there are two more powerful nodes, which have 4G DDR Ram and dual gigabyte Ethernet card and a better tuned Linux-2.6.11 kernel of Fedora Core 4.
Scalability
To evaluate the scalability of the IncFS, we compare the aggregate read and write bandwidth by increasing the server nodes and client nodes. Since we want to evaluate as much server nodes as possible, we share the server and client nodes in the scalability test, which means every nodes on the system is both the server and the client. We run 7 iozone processes on the 7 client nodes, and each iozone read and write 12GB of data in 6 threads. In the end, the all the read/write bandwidth of every client node is summed up to be the aggregate bandwidth. Figure 4 shows the aggregate read and write bandwidth with the servers scale from 1 node to 7 nodes. We can see a nearly linear increase of the aggregate bandwidth while adding more server and client nodes. There is sharp increase in the curve at server 6 and 7. That's because we added two more powerful server nodes with better disks and more memory with the intention of testing scalability when servers are not symmetric.
Metadata performance
We performed some test on the metadata operation by creating and deleting files with different size. The same operations are performed both on the Logical File System and a standard NFS server. We use the mdtest program on a single client node to create 10,000 files with different size of 0k, 4k, 32k, 64k and 96k, and delete them after they are all created. Figure 5 shows that by the file size increases, the integrated NFS outperforms the standard NFS server. This because the integrated NFS has better storage bandwidth, as more data is written while creating the file the better write bandwidth of the integrated NFS shows its strongpoint.
Bandwidth efficiency
Bandwidth efficiency is the measurement of how much aggregate bandwidth the integrated file system has achieved compared with the sum of all the bandwidth of the storage servers. To test the bandwidth efficiency of the integrated NFS, we performed some read and write test on two very well tuned NFS servers on both the integrated NFS mode and on the servers each alone. We compare the aggregate bandwidth to see if the integrated NFS has fully utilized the bandwidth of the underlying NFS servers. From Figure 8 , we can see that the bandwidth efficiency of the integrated NFS is rather good. It gathers 91.3% of the total bandwidth of its underlying NFS storage servers.
Future work
There are several areas requiring further investigation. In the current implementation, the layout of the file is predefined on file creation. And the storage NFS servers that a file layout uses are fixed. This make the load balance of this file system rather primitive, only on the file creation a round-robin algorithm is used to select the storage server that the file uses. We will try to make some more sophisticated data layouts that support the migration of the file data among storage servers, trying to balance the read / write load on run time depending the actual load of a storage server and its network quality.
We shall also study more on the reliability of the integrated NFS, and try to figure out what happens if one or more of the storage server collapse, and how to deal with that situation.
Conclusions
The IncFS provides a simple and efficient way of integrating several NFS servers together under a single namespace. With the good scalability, the IncFS achieves nearly linear performance speedup when adding more storage NFS servers. And by the very good aggregate bandwidth, IncFS gathers almost all the bandwidth (91.3%) of its storage NFS servers. Since the IncFS is built upon existing commonly used NFS protocol, it inherits the maturity and stability of NFS, making it very easy to develop and maintain.
